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We are deeply saddened and 
outraged by this decision made 
this past week on women’s rights. 
The Supreme Court has decided to 
overturn Roe vs. Wade which in 
result will leave it up to each state 
to decide their own laws and 
opinions on abortion. Global Impex 
USA stands with women for their 
right to choose and body 
autonomy. 

The fight for justice continues 
during this heartbreaking time in 
the United States. 
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 Our Directors.

King Mukherjee & Bob Gazich
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King Mukherjee has had the honor to be invited to 
represent IFAI at the Innovator Xchange and 
Innovative Video Showcase Committee. This will 
be taking place next year from June 8-14. This 
event only takes place once every four years and 
is the world’s largest textile and garment 
technology showcase.  King will be on the program 
committee under the theme of Advanced 
Materials due to being a distinguished member of 
the textile community. 

www.textiles.org



Intern
   Story

Global Impex USA has a wide variety of 
interns for this current Summer Semester. This 
wide variety includes interns from over 25 
different states and countries along with over 
40 different universities. Our interns also come 
from a variety of degrees and progress in their 
degrees which allows them to combine their 
diverse educational backgrounds and learning 
styles. This up and coming group allows this 
company to expand our viewpoints from 
experiencing different cultures and lifestyles. 
Each individual becomes a pivotal component 
to their team by bringing something new to the 
table. Broader perspectives and team 
collaborations are increased due to the 
exposure to different backgrounds. This also 
allows our interns to learn about different 
cultures and customs they may have not been 
exposed to without this experience. It has 
amplified our company to the next level and we 
are exited to see the work this group produces!Ju
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Interns
  Spotlight
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Position
 Digital Marketing & SEO Specialist Intern
 Digital Team Lead 
School
 Ohio State University
Major
 Business Marketing
 Minor Fashion Design & Studies

KASSIDY
Position
 PR, Social Media, & Communication Team Lead 
School
 Lincoln Memorial University
Major
 Business Administration
 concentrated in Sports Management
 

Anthony
Position
 HR & Analytics Intern 
School
 Virginia Commonwealth University
Major
 Information Systems
 

“I am looking forward to learning more about this niche of marketing 
and working more within a team setting where we are all dedicated 
to separate jobs. “

“ I am looking forward to expanding my experience with social media 
marketing and I am also looking forward to working with a new team 
and learning more about different lifestyles and cultures! “

“ I am looking forward to gaining more skills and improving the skills I 
currently possess. “



Textile
  Update
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In the world of textile, there have been many changes 
and updates taking place over the past month. One 
major update is Industrial Fabrics Association 
International(IFAI) has now introduced a name change 
to their company. IFAI now has decided to go by 
Advanced Textiles Association(ATA). This change was 
announced to introduce the company’s rebranding for 
its new vision and purpose. This allows them to be more 
inclusive and represent all textiles and manufacturers.

Along with the name change, ATA is hosting its annual 
IFAI Expo. This Expo will take place October 12-14 2022 in 
Charlotte, North Carolina. This expo is the perfect place 
to find new products, materials, applications, and 
equipment. This event is a great place to make new 
connections and help grow your business with many 
different companies. 

Register now and get $200 off with the early bird rate!

www.ifaiexpo.com/Register/



Update
Supply Chain & Cotton Inflation
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Navegate has shared weekly updates this 
past month over the news about updates with 
freights and the effect on supply chains and 
shipping times. This past month, the ports were 
a major concern as they were overwhelmed 
with the influx of a increased amount of ships. 
This decreased shipping time across the world 
as the congestion interrupted the normal flow. 
Due to the delay of ships, many companies 
turned to trailers as a quick fix. The demand 
caused a trailer shortage and left many without 
their normal resources due to delays. As the 
month came to an end, many ports began to 
clear up and were given a much needed break. 
This is caused by the new Ocean Shipping 
Reform Act to assist in the growth and 
development of U.S. ports. 
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Producer prices across the board are rising as 
inflation puts on the pressure. In the United 
States prices rose at an annual rate of 4.7% last 
year, which is faster than any of the other 
countries among the Group of Seven advanced 
economies, according to the Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development. 
Many forces affecting inflation, such as supply 
chain disruptions and damaging weather 
events, have caused inflation in the US to hit 
8.6% last month. The US seems to be faring 
worse in terms of inflation compared to other 
parts of the world due in part to high consumer 
demand. 
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www.guildapparelco.com

Throughout this past month, GUILD 
APPAREL CO. has continued work on 
expanding our roster by contacting new 
clientele and promoting our own. Keep a 
lookout in this upcoming month for a 
major announcement coming to Guild 
Apparel CO as we prepare to go through 
a major rebranding and name chage. 
Also be on the lookout for a up and 
coming announcement on a chance to 
grab one of your favorite NFL player’s 
merch at a pop-up shop!

As sustainability is a major focus in the 
world, it is also a major focus for us as 
well. Our material is made from ring spun 
quaily and is created using water-based 
sustainable inks in our home state of 
Minnesota. From our independent brand 
collection to our well branded tees, our 
merchandise is made with the highest 
quality and made to last! 
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We have a wide span of products for all your canvas needs. We 
supply single fill canvas; including 7oz, 10oz, 12oz, and 4.5oz 
sheeting. Our number duck canvas includes #4, #8, #10, #12, and 
Army duck 10.10oz. Along with that, we also offer Organic Cotton 
certified GOT 10 oz 63. Don’t forget about our specialty canvas we 
offer, such as acrylics, vinyl’s, medical textiles and more! We also 
have plenty of numbered duck canvas in stock! Our wide variety 
of inventory includes not only #4, #8, #10, and #12, but also 
includes Army Duck 10.10oz 63. 

Global Impex USA has also had an update in inventory as now we 
have one warehouse for dyed and greige good shipments.  

Check us out, ask us! 
Email: king@globalimpexusa.com

www.globalimpexusa.com

Global Impex USA External Inverntory List
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Primed 
Canvas
For our artistic canvas 
users, we have primed 
rolls of 8 oz, #10, and #12 
in stock and ready to go. 
If you are looking for 
more, don’t worry! Our 
inventory is completely 
stocked or in-transit to 
be here at the end of 
July.

Dyed Canvas

For our dyed canvas, 
we have over 15 colors 
in stock and ready to 
use with more on the 
way!
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www.guildapparelco.com

www.stryvmed.com

25% OFF! 

50% OFF! 


